Real Live Escape Room
Do you dare to take on the challenge?

Xcapate is a Real Live Escape Room, ideal for families with older children / teenagers, adults
who just want something different, fantastic fun for everybody!
Physical force will not be required throughout the game, only the strength of your mind. Whatever
the final outcome, your only obligation is to have fun and enjoy the game.

What is the real live escape game?
At first the “escape from a room” type games were only available virtually, and so probably
more than one of you have tried these kinds of game where you have to get out of a
basement, a pirate ship, a haunted house, etc.
A few years ago the first adaptations of such games into real-life scenarios were born, where
people, "live and direct", without a monitor and a mouse had to escape from a real room in a
given time. Today there are many versions set across different scenarios and with different
levels of difficulty, but the essence is the same: escape from a room, a place, etc. in 1 hour or
less without using force, using logic to help you to find a way out. Participants will have to
inspect all objects found in the room for clues, solve puzzles, riddles; they will not need to
use physical force or have special knowledge, and use only logic, wit, abstract thought and be
a good team player.
The originality of this kind of game is that one gets "inside" the story as if they were in a
computer game or they were the stars of a movie, but the action takes place in a real room
with real objects, and the decor is planned out down to the smallest detail so that "you believe
it". Sensations are experienced much more intensely and the level of adrenaline in the blood
is triggered.
XCAPATE brings you the first real-life escape game in ALICANTE.
How does it work?
You have to assemble a team of from 2 to 5 people.
You come to the session that has been previously booked through our website.
Our staff will give you all the instructions, explain the rules and solve any possible questions
or doubts you may have.
You enter the room which is locked from the outside and ... the game begins. You will have
60 minutes to solve all the puzzles and find the exit.
Do not worry, the Administrator of the game will be observing you at all times to lend a hand
if you ask for help.

Mission 1: Operation “Corleone”
Will you have the courage to face Alicante’s
mafia?
The Mafia operates across your city with total
impunity and nobody dares to stop them. You
and your team belong to a secret elite police
group and have received a clue: the fundamental
evidence that will allow you to solve the murder
of the anticorruption Judge who was in charge of
dismantling the most dangerous mafia group in
Alicante is hidden in a mafia safe-house.
The undercover agent will give you access to the flat and one hour to find the necessary
evidence and get the hell out of there, before things get ugly. The safe-house is also a trap.
Once you are inside the exit is blocked and you must find the way to leave by your own
means. Gather the evidence and find the way out. The team’s survival depends only on
yourselves.

THE PRICE IS PER GROUP NOT PER PERSON.

The price of the game is 50 euros.
To book and for further information please go to: http://xcapate.com/en/reserva-operacion-corleone/
Contact details and address:
C / Manuel Lorenzo Penalva Canon 5
Local.3 – 03013 Alicante
(2 minutes from C. C. Plaza Mar 2).
Email: info@xcapate.com
Phone: (0034) 634 227 697

